E(AR)th

Day

REDUCE. REUSE. RECYCLE.
Over time, the initiative for environmental protection
has evolved with the constantly changing state of the
environment and societal trends. Innovations in solutions,
like technology to collect data for water sustainability,
recycling methods to turn plastic into playgrounds, and smart
devices that measure air quality, are helping to create a more
sustainable world.
Some of these initiatives can create
immediate visible effects, but the
long-term goal of environmental
improvements are often the ones
we don’t see change overnight.
The outcome of a single act, like
recycling, can have the impact to last
a lifetime. It all begins with the proper
information to teach and be willing to
learn.
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How long does it take to decompose?
Many products that are used around the globe are visibly seen strewn in the streets (littered)
or in bins and dumpsters ready for trash day pickup. Communities that offer both mainstream
garbage services and recycling have a systematic, easy-to-use process for residents. It becomes
part of a weekly routine when it’s readily accessible, but do you look at what you’re putting in
your bins? The amount of improperly disposed waste humans produce a year is astronomical,
and is often most visible in oceans and cities. Here, you’ll see the four most common materials
in your trash and their lifespan when not properly recycled:

PLASTIC

Takes 10-1,000 years to decompose, while it takes a water
bottle 450 years or more.

ALUMINIUM

Aluminium cans take 80-200 years to decompose.

PAPER

Paper takes two to six weeks to decompose and is the most
common element in American landfills.

GLASS

Glass takes a million years to according to some sources,
while others say it doesn’t decompose at all.

What can they become?
All of these materials can be repurposed for everyday use. Here are just a few common
products created from proper recycling:

Plastic can make new bottles and containers, plastic lumber, picnic tables, lawn

furniture, playground equipment, recycling bins and more.

Aluminum is used to make airplane parts, building facades, bicycles, or new cans.
Paper essentially becomes paper again: toilet paper and tissues, paper towels, napkins,
greeting cards, and newspapers and magazines.
Glass is repurposed as countertops, flooring, and highway markers.
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5 Easy Ways to Make an Impact
A single lifestyle choice can have a domino effect. Here are a few simple ways to make a
positive change:
1. Opt-out of plastic shopping bags. Most stores offer an affordable alternative selection of
reusable bags, or you can find some online here.
2. Carry a reusable water bottle everywhere you go. It will save you money, is convenient,
and will reduce single-use plastic.
3. Bring your own straw. The New York Times
created a list with the 6 Best Reusable Straws
to promote and encourage the swap.
4. Use a mug or tumbler the next time you
order a drink. Some places offer “responsible
café” initiatives with reusable cup programs.
This company has connected their reusable
cups with IoT and tech enabled software.
5. Go paperless. Opt-out of traditional paper
bills and statements and access them from a
secure desktop or mobile device instead.

See the Impact of One Choice Through AR
Earth Day doesn’t have to be the only day we celebrate the initiatives taken to make a cleaner,
more sustainable Earth. With our E(AR)th Day experience, you can see the impact of proper
recycling methods with augmented reality, learn what the materials become when recycled,
and make the choice each day to do something beneficial for environmental sustainability.
In the experience, simply click on one of the four objects, which are each made out of the
main pollutants (plastic, aluminum, paper, and glass), then choose how to properly recycle
them. With each object, you’ll learn about its effects and what it can become when you
properly recycle it. Try the experience, then share with others to spread the word on recycling
best practices and sustainable habits.
Try the PTC Academic E(AR)th Day Experience here.

Download the ‘Vuforia View’ app.
Scan the ThingMark above.
Take action for a better world!
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